Abstract. Many processes in mathematical computing try to use knowledge of the most desired forms of mathematical expressions. This occurs, for example, in symbolic computation systems, when expressions are simplified, or mathematical document recognition, when formula layout is analyzed. The decision about which forms are the most desired, however, has typically been left to the guess-work or prejudices of a small number of system designers. This paper observes that, on a domain by domain basis, certain expressions are actually used much more frequently than others. On the hypothesis that actual usage is the best measure of desirability, this papers begins to quantify empirically the use of common expressions in the mathematical literature. We analyze all 20,000 mathematical documents from the mathematical arXiv server from 2000-2004, the period corresponding to the new mathematical subject classification. We report on the process by which these documents are analyzed, through conversion to MathML, and present first empirical results on the most common aspects of mathematical expressions by subject classification. We use the notion of a weighted dictionary to record the relative frequency of subexpressions, and explore how this information may be used for further processes, including deriving common patterns of expressions and probability measures for symbol sequences.
Introduction
Most software that deals with symbolic mathematical information have some pre-defined notion of when expressions are well-formed and, of the well-formed expressions, which are the most desirable. Which forms are deemed most desirable is usually decided by the software system designers, through their experience or preference, and hard-coded into the application's logic. This has made symbolic mathematical software more natural to use in some areas than others, depending on the compatibility of the system designer's choices with the user's needs. As we move toward more sophisticated, knowledge-based mathematical software, this methodology becomes increasingly problematic. In this paper we argue that it is important to understand what forms of expressions are deemed most desirable in the actual practice of mathematics. We believe that empirical knowledge of which forms of expressions are used most often will lead to more effective mathematical software. For example, this information could be used to guide simplification in computer algebra systems, or to provide disambiguation criteria in mathematical document recognition.
Our initial motivation for this work comes from the area of mathematical handwriting recognition. We note that today's acceptable recognition rates for natural language handwriting is achieved with the aid of dictionary-based methods. For example, if the feature analysis of a stroke could yield either Hdb or Hello, then Hello is chosen because it is in the dictionary. At first consideration, such an approach is not suitable for mathematical handwriting recognition for several reasons: Mathematical expressions are trees, not strings. There is no fixed vocabulary from which to build a dictionary. The set of symbols alone is insufficient, and the set of possible expressions is infinite.
Nevertheless, any mathematically sophisticated person can take an arbitrary volume from a mathematical library, leaf through the pages, and, in a few seconds, have a very good idea of the precise mathematical subject area, in part, simply be noticing some characteristics of the formulae. We therefore claim that there is, in fact, usage knowledge that can and should be used by mathematical software packages. In the mathematical handwriting recognition case, this knowledge could be used to disambiguate between sin ωt and sin wt, since the former occurs much more often in practice. In the computer algebra case, this knowledge could be used to order one polynomial as x 2 + 1 and another as 1 + 2 .
The goals of this present line of work are to understand how -to capture and represent empirical mathematical usage information -to employ this information in mathematical software packages -to analyze and organize this knowledge so as to be most useful.
We report here on our initial results toward these long-term goals. As stated earlier, we see immediate applicability to mathematical handwriting recognition and to symbolic mathematical computing. Other potential applications include mathematical searching, automated classification of mathematical documents, and mathematical data mining.
The contributions of this work are -the identification of empirical mathematical usage as an important source of information for mathematical software design -an approach to empirical analysis of mathematical expressions -specific findings on symbol usage, on a subject-by-subject basis -specific findings on most common expression usage -methods to derive pattern expressions, and symbol-sequence Markov chains, based on analysis of instances. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We present the methodology of the current study in Section 2. As part of this study, we rely on a T E X to MathML conversion. Section 3 describes this process and extensions we have had to make for the present work. Results on frequency of symbols, as identifiers and operators, are reported in Sections 4 and 5. We present some initial results on expression analysis in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Methodology
To study the empirical usage of mathematical expressions, the first step was to identify a suitable source of mathematical input. A number of possibilities existed, including -to use logged input from a software system, such as Maple, -to use a collection of documents from a set of cooperative authors, -to use the articles from a particular journal Although any of these avenues would have been easy to follow, each had its own problems: Logged input from a software system would heavily influenced by the characteristics of the system, and thus be riddled with artifacts. Articles from a small set of authors, or from a particular journal, would likely be heavily slanted in their usage and could not be taken as representative.
Instead, we chose to use the collection of articles available on the widely used, public e-Print server, arXiv.org [2] , as our corpus of mathematical usage. This has the advantage of broad coverage by mathematical area. It also has the disadvantages that:
-Some areas are disproportionately represented.
-The mathematical material is at a research level, and this may not be representative of usage at more elementary levels. -The material is relatively new, and is not representative of historical usage.
Bearing this in mind, we decided that the collection of articles was sufficiently representative of current mathematical usage to be useful, and that developing a collection that was more balanced by area, level, historical period, etc, was a long-term project.
One of the attractive properties of arXiv.org is its organization of articles according to the Mathematics Subject Classification, which is used to categorize items covered by the two reviewing databases, Mathematical Reviews (MR) and Zentralblatt MATH (Zbl). The current classification system, MSC 2000 [3] , is a revision of the classification scheme that had been used previously by these databases. It consists of more than 5,000 two-, three-, and five-character classifications, corresponding to increasingly finely defined disciplines of mathematics. For example, "11" represents Number theory; "11B" Sequences and sets, and "11B05" Density, gaps, topology.
We followed the following steps to obtain our corpus of expressions to analyze: The first step was to obtain all articles from arXiv.org from the five year period [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] . This data range contained all articles since the new subject classification was introduced. To understand area-specific usage patterns, while having a sufficient number of articles in each category, we grouped articles according to their top-level, two-digit MSC classification. The count by classification of articles considered is shown in Figure 1 . Altogether 22,289 articles were accessed. Of these 21,677 came with T E X source. This comprised 4.65GB of PDF files and 794 MB of T E X source.
The second step was to extract mathematical expressions from the articles. It was helpful that the articles had T E X source, but this was not usable directly for our analysis. The problems with T E X source include:
-Mathematical expressions typically use author-defined macros.
-Mathematical expressions my be hidden in macros, and not be visible in the source text. -T E X expressions typically have only as much structure as is needed to give proper visual grouping. For example $(ad-bc)^2$ consists of a single row of 7 items, (, a, d, -, b, c and )^2. Note that there is no notion that ad and bc are subexpressions, while d − b is not, and note that it is only the closing parenthesis that is squared.
We used our T E X to MathML [1] converter, described in [8] , to resolve these difficulties, and performed our analysis on the resulting MathML expressions.
The benefit of this approach was that the expressions treated were (for the most part) complete, well formed, and grouped appropriately. The difficulty with the approach was that not all the complexities of T E X were handled, and some expressions were incorrectly translated. However, since we are interested in the most frequently occurring expressions, the incomplete handling of infrequently occurring expressions is not, in principle, a problem. We describe the conversion process in more detail in Section 3. The overall conversion process required about three days of computer time on a personal workstation.
The third step was to examine the MathML expressions for each area, and to build three frequency tables. The first two tables contained counts of all identifier symbols (typically single letter operands) and all operator symbols. The third table counted the number of occurrences in the classification of each sub-expression. These tables were built using syntactic comparison of XML elements. For example, <mrow><mo>(</mo><mi>a</mi><mo>)</mo></mrow> would be treated as inequivalent to <mfenced><mi>a</mi></mfenced>. We therefore preprocessed the MathML to remove multiple representations for what would appear as syntactically equivalent mathematical expressions. This consisted of a number of simple conversions, including -for <mi> and <mo>, normalizing the use of the mathvariant attribute -for <mfrac>, eliminating any non-zero linethickness attribute -for <mfenced>, convert to <mrow> with explicit open and close operators -for trivial <mmultiscripts>, convert to <msub> or <msup> -elimination of a number of attributes and elements related to presentation, such as spacing
T E X to MathML Conversion
The conversion of T E X to MathML is not a straightforward process. There is not yet a standard tool that completely solves this problem. T E X documents are, in general, programs with the computational power of a Turing machine. In practice, T E X macros are usually used to perform simple substitutions, with a smaller number performing heavy computations and transformations. There are two principal approaches to T E X to MathML conversion: The first approach is to use alternative style files with modified definitions for the standard mathematical macros. These modified macros leave special markers in the generated dvi file, which are then used to generate the MathML. This approach has the advantage that all T E X files can be handled. The disadvantage is that all the high-level structure implicit in the T E X markup is discarded. This is the approach taken by TeX4ht [10] and the Hermes project [4] .
The second approach is have a (partial) implementation of a T E X processor handle the input, and to generate MathML from the higher-level T E X operators. This has the advantage that implicit semantics in T E X markup (e.g. grouping information from braces,"{" and "}") is available to the MathML generation. The disadvantage is that, in principle, a complete T E X re-implementation is needed.
For this study, we used a T E X to MathML converter, developed within the ORCCA research group. This converter adopts the second approach. It has a partial implementation of the T E X programming language sufficient to expand the macros of interest in mathematics. Source for a T E X document may be given as a single file, or as a tree of files and using external macro packages. The correspondences between T E X and MathML are given by a set of bi-directional mapping files. These mapping files are intended to allow high-level semantic mappings between T E X and XSLT style sheets [8] . Because complex T E X macros are almost always given in style files, rather than being specified at top-level by authors, the mapping files may almost always be used to eliminate any shortcomings arising from the incomplete implementation of T E X. This translator is available on-line [5] .
The conversion of all T E X source documents in the five year arXiv.org collection served as heavy test for the MathML converter, and a number of problems were encountered. Initially only 14,354 of the 21,677 articles could be handled automatically. First, we discovered that there were a number of T E X constructs that were not handled by the converter. The most important of these were (1) the handling of explicit positioning commands, e.g. for kerning symbols, and (2) the ability to handle arbitrary external macro packages from a search path. Dealing with these difficulties proved to be fairly easy.
The second major difficulty in the T E X to MathML translation was that a significant number of the T E X source files did not contain valid T E X. The T E X converter had been constructed assuming valid input, the idea being that an author would first produce a correct file by debugging with T E X and then, possibly long afterward, generate MathML. This assumption proved invalidauthors do not always correct their T E X errors if T E X's error recovery gives a desired output. We therefore were required to extend the T E X to MathML converter to simulate T E X error handling.
With user error handling in place, we were able to process 19,137 of the articles automatically. Of these, 19,063 were able to have their MathML canonicalized, and it is from these that we have extracted the expressions for analysis.
Identifiers
Our first analysis determines the most frequently occurring symbols used as identifiers in mathematical expressions. By this we mean letter-like symbols that occur as operands or function names, rather than as operators.
We counted all symbols occurring in expressions and recorded the results both for the global analysis and independently for each category. The first observation is that in each classification some symbols occur much more frequently than others, and which symbols are the most frequent differs from classification to classification. Figure 2 shows the most frequently occurring identifiers for all the classifications taken together, as well as the most frequently occurring identifiers for three typical classifications, Logic, Number Theory and Partial Differential Equations. For detailed information on all classifications see [7] . This information could be used for disambiguation in mathematical handwriting recognition. In Number Theory, for example, we see that the letter n occurs more than twice as frequently as the letter r. By feature analysis alone, these two letters are difficult to distinguish. This frequency information is therefore useful in disambiguation.
All Ucode Id Freq
We have arrived at a generalization of the dictionary used for disambiguation in handwriting recognition: we have constructed here, with symbols (and, in Section 6, with expressions) a weighted dictionary. This structure carries information about the vocabulary of potential results, together with empirically determined weights. Figure 3 shows the most frequently occurring identifiers for the same classifications after excluding the 20 identifiers that appear most frequently in all classifications together. We see these lists are less similar than those of Figure 2 . We might use this information to aid in automatic document classification, together with word-frequency and citation analysis. Information such as this could also be used by an interactive system as a heuristic aid to determine the mathematical area in which a user is working. Figure 4 shows, for the same classifications, the number of occurrences of identifier symbols, with the symbols ordered from most frequent to least frequent. While this will obviously be a monotonically decreasing curve, it is remarkable the degree of similarity in the shapes of these curves. We observe that although which symbols are used most varies quite a bit from mathematical area to area, the distribution of use of symbols is remarkably similar. In particular, after the 10% most popular identifiers, the frequency of appearance ordered by identifier decays approximately linearly.
Although, for space reasons, we have presented here the tabular results and graphs for only three classifications, and for the aggregate, the overall picture is similar for the other classifications.
Operators
An analogous analysis to that for identifiers was performed for operator symbols. We counted as operators anything occurring in an <mo> element, excluding the characters "(", ")", "[", "]", "{", "}", thinspace and underscore. We excluded the bracket forms because they were so frequent their occurrence masked the details of the other operators. Thinspace is often used for adjusting appearance, and underscores were an artifact of incomplete T E X translation. With this, Figure 5 shows the most frequently occurring operators for the same classifications as for the identifiers. Figure 6 shows the most frequently occurring operators, excluding from each category the 20 most globally common operators. Figure 7 shows the count of operator symbols, by category, sorted from most to least popular. We note that the shape of the operator distribution is roughly similar among categories, although there are some evident differences, and even though it is different operators that are occurring most frequently. The shape of the distribution is quite different from the distribution for identifiers: generally, a few operators are used very frequently.
We see that in all areas there are a few (1-5) operator symbols that occur very frequently followed by a rapid decay in use. In particular see that more than half the symbol occurrences are from the top 10% most popular operators, and almost all occurrences are from the top 40% most popular operators. We note that the shape of the distribution for the most popular operators varies by category. For example, in Number Theory and Partial Differential Equations, the first few most popular operators occur with similar frequency, followed by a sharp drop, whereas in Logic there there is a more gradual decline in frequency of use.
Expressions
We have performed a similar analysis for non-trivial subexpressions, counting the number of times each distinct subexpression occurs in each subject classification. The analysis of the results is more complex, however. A large subexpression that occurs a certain number of times is more significant than an smaller subexpression that occurs as often, for two reasons. The first reason is that, in absolute terms, there tend to be fewer subexpressions of large size. The second reason is that there are exponentially more potential expressions of the larger size.
With the idea that the size of an expression should be part of determining the significance of its occurrences, we have analyzed each subject classification for the number of expressions. The results for subject classifications 03, 11 and 35 are shown in Figure 8 . For each of these classifications and for each size, the figure shows (i) the number of subexpressions of that size that occurred in the articles, (ii) the number of distinct subexpressions occurring of that size, and (iii) the number of distinct subexpressions as a percentage of the number of expressions. We measure the size of an expression as the count of the following MathML tags that produce output, as opposed to providing structure. In our case, because of the nature of the T E X to MathML conversion, the tags we counted were <mi>, <mo>, <mn>, <mroot>, <msqrt>, <mfrac>, <menclose>, and <ms>.
We observe two phenomena: First, as expected, the number of expressions occurring decreases as size increases. There are many more small expressions than large expressions. Secondly, we note that as expressions become larger, the fraction that are distinct increases. The proportion of unique subexpressions seems to depend strongly on the classification.
This analysis provides a weighted dictionary for each subject classification, providing the frequency that expressions occur in each subject classification. Space limitations preclude giving a detailed accounting of the particular expressions which occur most frequently in each classification, but we give a sample from the classification 35, Partial Differential Equations. These are shown in Figure 9 . More details are available in [7] .
An important question is how dependent is the weighted dictionary of subexpressions on the choice of T E X to MathML converter. Since each conversion program will have its own choices for MathML output idioms, there is a clearly dependency. However, for each expression there is a well defined collection of symbols and an intended grouping. Provided the T E X to MathML converter is consistent and provided it correctly identifies the intended groupings, the distribution of entries in the weighted dictionary should be stable under choice of converter. The application using the entries must be aware, however, that the choice of the exact way to represent a particular expression may be arbitrary.
The information in these weighted dictionaries may be used directly by applications, or may be used for further analysis. Two such directions of further analysis are deriving expression patterns, and deriving common writing sequences. We foresee many additional uses of this kind of empirical data on expression frequency.
Expression Patterns
We note that very similar subexpressions may occur frequently, for example √ A 2 + B 2 and x 2 + y 2 . While it is possible to maintain a weighted dictionary keeping track of both of these expressions, it would be more desirable to determine that α 2 + β 2 was a frequently occurring pattern, with suitable choices of α and β.
"Antiunification" provides an elegant framework to define such patterns. Antiunification is a process dual to unification. Rather than taking expressions and determining the most general expression to which they all can be specialized, antiunification takes a number of instance expressions and finds the least general expression which may be specialized to each instance expression. The syntactic form of antiunification has been studied since the 1970s [6] .
We may determine the set of patterns from a weighted dictionary by considering all pairs of expressions. Each pair will give an antiunifier. We then consider all pairs of antiunifiers with expressions from the dictionary. These may give more antiunifiers, which are added to the set of antiunifiers. We continue to consider pairs of antiunifiers with expressions until no new antiunifiers are generated.
Since antiunification is associative, this generates a complete set of antiunifiers for the dictionary. For each antiunification, we may use the one pass algorithm of [9] .
We may associate weights with these patterns simply: for each antiunifier, attempt a unification with each expression in the weighted dictionary. Then the weight of the antiunifier is the sum of the weights of the expressions with which it unifies. We note that since we are interested in syntactic expressions, this entire process of antiunification and unification is syntactic. An empirically derived, weighted dictionary of antiunifiers would provide an interesting measure to select among possibilities for "simplified" forms in a computer algebra system.
Tree-Order Symbol Sequencers
The second direction we wish to discuss for deriving expression patterns is the use of ordered tree traversals. We examine this in support of mathematical handwriting recognition. For each type of tree node, we define a traversal order corresponding to the most common writing order. For example, with
the summation sign is usually written first, followed by the equation i = 0, then ∞, and finally i 2 . Ideally the information on writing order for each node type should be determined with user experiments. Without these experiments, it is still possible to have writer-specific traversal order.
Given one or more traversal orders for each node type, we may then examine the weighted dictionary of expressions, traversing each expression, to determine Markov chains for symbol sequences. If the expression i=0 ... occurs twice as frequently as j=0 ..., then the symbol sequence Σ, i gets twice the weight of Σ, j . If there is not a unique traversal order for a node type, then the alternatives may be weighted.
Conclusions
We have proposed the idea of empirical analysis of mathematical literature as a new technique to be used in the design of sophisticated mathematical software. This is a break from the tradition of system designers using their own preferences or prejudices in determining which forms of expressions will be deemed most preferable by their systems.
We have taken presented an approach to performing empirical analysis of a body of mathematical literature. We have developed a suite of tools to convert raw T E X source to well-formed MathML, and to build weighted dictionaries of symbols and expressions.
We have made an analysis of all articles from arXiv.org since the new MSC 2000 subject classification. From this, we have observed that the use of mathematical symbols varies considerably from area to area and have produced usage frequency tables for all MSC 2000 classification areas. We have observed that, while the specifics of which symbols are most used varies from area to area, the overall distribution of symbol use is very similar between areas. This is true both for symbols used as identifiers (function names and arguments), and as operators. We have also analyzed the collection of subexpressions present in the arXiv.org data. As well as developing a weighted dictionary for each classification area, we have observed some general properties of the frequency of distinct expressions. We are currently investigating how to best make these dictionaries available to other research projects.
Beyond these practical experiments, we have explored the potential use of information derived from symbol and expression weighted dictionaries. These have included particular applications to computer algebra, mathematical handwriting recognition and document analysis. We have also shown how weighted expression dictionaries may be used to determine further useful information, including weighted pattern dictionaries (by antiunification) and Markov chains for symbols in writing-order traversal of expression trees.
The applicability of these results depends on how representative the empirical data is. It is likely that different tables would be obtained from high-school mathematics texts, for example. Therefore, the overall approach we have taken is just as important as the specific results for this particular mathematical database.
We are excited and hopeful that the use of empirically gained knowledge may make mathematical software systems more powerful and more natural to use.
